Using Microsoft Teams
Getting Started with Microsoft Teams on Mobile
New to Microsoft Teams? Use this guide to learn the basics.
Channels
Teachers will create a
channel for your class. Here
you will see all of the content
for your class.

Manage profile settings
Change app settings,
change your pic, or set
your status.

View and organize teams
Click to see your teams. In
the teams list, drag a team
name to reorder it.
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Move around Teams
Use these buttons to switch
between Activity Feed, Chat,
your Teams, Calendar & Files.
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Tabs
Here you can access the different tabs that the
teacher has set up, including the Class Notebook
and the Assignments tab.

Reply
Your message is attached
to a specific conversation.

Compose a message
Need to message someone?
Post using the @ to mention
someone.

Add files
Need to share a document?
Attach it here.

Assignments
Your work and due dates
will appear here.
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Finding your Work
When your teacher sets some work for you to complete, it will appear in the Assignments tab. Click on this tab to view any assignments that have been set for you.
This tab will also remind you if you have any overdue work.
Viewing Work
Whenever work is set, it will
also appear in the Activity
tab and will appear on the
Conversations tab of that
team.

Viewing Documents
Once you've selected the
work the teacher has set, a
number of documents may
appear for you to edit. Any
changes you make are
automatically saved.

Completing Set Work
After clicking the assignment set by the teacher, you will be
given a view similar to the image on the right.
Anything you fill in will be automatically saved meaning your
teacher will be able to view it.
Once you've completed your work, click the Turn In button
to send it to the teacher.
You can always undo turn in if you've missed something!
Once your teacher has marked and reviewed your work, you
will receive a notification. You can then view your marks and
any feedback from the teacher.

